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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to order 
and 
announcements 

Meeting called to order at 10:37 a.m. by Randy Runyon, chair.  
 
 

  

Conflict of 
interest 

Runyon asked if any directors had conflicts of interest to report for 
this meeting.   

None 
reported. 

Consent 
agenda 

The Consent agenda, including the following items, was approved: 
• Board of Directors Meeting (April 23, 2018) 
• Audit and Finance Committee (July 12, 2018) 
• Q2 Sources and Uses of Cash and Balance Sheet 

No 
additions or 
corrections. 
Shannon 
Jones 
motioned to 
approve, 
Dan Paoletti 
seconded. 
Motion 
accepted.  

Presentation: 
President’s 
report 

President Amy Rohling McGee presented the following items to the 
board:  
HPIO Impact Report 

• 15th anniversary of the creation of HPIO, last impact 
report was in 2013. Report reviews accomplishments of 
the past 5 years.  

• Theme= “improvement is possible” 
• Draft report shared with the board. McGee asked 

directors to check spelling of names/organizational 
affiliation on pages 14-16 

• Noted that report will be used for fall annual appeal  
 

 

Health Policy Institute of Ohio 
 
Pursuant to notice, the Board of Directors of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) met for their quarterly 
meeting on July 23, 2018 at the offices of HPIO. Voting board directors in attendance were Randy Runyon, 
Matthew Harman, Doug Anderson, Deena Chisolm, David Ciccone, Jason Orcena, Dan Paoletti, Leonard 
Randolph, Patty Starr, Britney Ward, Shannon Jones, Eric DeWald, Heather Torok, Dan Cohn and Chris Whistler. 
 
Those not present were Shaun Hamilton, Brian Pack, Brad Fischer, Teresa Long, Jennifer Chubinski, David Luby, 
Michael Stinziano, John Humphrey and Teleange Thomas. 
 
Staff in attendance: Amy Rohling McGee, Amy Bush Stevens, Reem Aly, Nick Wiselogel, Hailey Akah, Becky 
Carroll, Alana Clark-Kirk, Neva Hornbeck, Zach Reat and Molly Schmidt (intern) 
 
Alana Clark-Kirk recorded the minutes and Amy Rohling McGee and Heather Torok reviewed the minutes.  
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Annual appeal 
• Asked board to assist with annual appeal and offered supply 

of hard copies of annual report as requested 
• Reminded directors of the “support our work” document as 

reference for additional ways to fulfill board duties 
• Noted first time 100% of board contributions made by mid-

year. Thank you! Raised $7,200 out of budgetary goal of 
$10,000 for total individual contributions. Need to raise 
remaining amount through annual appeal. 

 
HPIO Briefing Book 

• Noted that HPIO created the briefing book as a resource for 
legislative and gubernatorial candidates and staff 

• Reported that HPIO staff have met with policy director for 
the Cordray campaign and reached out to DeWine 
campaign to schedule a meeting 

• Will release the briefing book to full HPIO list in Sept. 2018 
 

NASEM Committee 
• Reported that she has been appointed to the National 

Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 
Committee on Applying Neurobiological and Socio-
behavioral Sciences from Prenatal through Early Childhood 
Development: A Health Equity Approach. First meeting in 
D.C. 8/6/2018, portions are public and accessible via 
webinar. Work will continue over next year and half. 

• Patty Starr asked how she is going to bring this information 
back to Ohio for organizations who are working on this topic. 
McGee said that she will share relevant information, as well 
as the final report. HPIO may consider hosting a forum. Cohn 
said it is a good way to connect with national funders and 
partners. McGee noted that the project is sponsored by the 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.  
 

Endowment exploration 
• During executive session at the April board meeting, the 

board discussed creating an endowment as a strategy for 
organizational sustainability 

• This was discussed a few years ago. The board at that time 
decided to focus on build the organization’s cash reserves 

• McGee proposed that the Audit and Finance Committee 
revisit the issue and report back to the board in October. The 
committee agreed to this charge. 
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Governance committee 
• Meeting 7/24/2018 to consider potential new board 

directors 
• McGee mentioned that the current board is predominately 

white males from urban areas. She asked the group to 
consider more racially and ethnically diverse candidates, 
and from more rural areas including SE and NW Ohio. There 
are three current openings for consideration. 

• Dr. Randolph stated that the idea of diversity is expanding to 
be more inclusive and wants to make sure that we do not 
disengage millennial thinkers who are looking for diverse 
environments. 

Presentation 
and dialogue: 
Child Health 
and healthcare 
assessment and 
Vote for Ohio’s 
kids 
 
Presentation by: 
Reem Aly 
Sarah Kincaid 
Shannon Jones 

Rohling McGee gave an overview the assessment, which was 
commissioned by the Ohio Children’s Hospital Association. 
 
Aly shared preliminary findings. OCHA envisioned something 
comparable to SHA/SHIP but child-focused. The assessment 
examines overall child health and healthcare-related outcomes to 
identify key priority areas and create policy goals and strategies to 
improve health care. HPIO hopes to build on this assessment to do 
additional work looking at social drivers of child health and 
wellbeing.  
 
A draft report will be delivered to OCHA by 8/3/2018, final report 
due end of August. Cohn asked why we are not focusing on social 
and economic measures. Aly said with time and funding constraints 
this work will need to be done in a later phase.  
 
Aly said this will inform an agenda for the incoming administration, 
which is why OCHA commissioned HPIO for the project. 
 
Aly showed top 3 priorities across the state: Mental health, drug 
dependency/use and chronic disease. Aly reviewed policy goals 
aligned with priorities. Examples of evidenced based-strategies will 
also be included in the final assessment. 
 
Kincaid stated that OCHA approached HPIO because of HPIO’s 
work on the state health assessment and the state health 
improvement plan. OCHA plans to use the child health assessment 
to engage the next administration and state legislators. As changes 
are being considered to Medicaid they need to understand 
potential impact on kids. Kincaid discussed work with Groundwork 
about how to elevate this work as the next administration begins, to 
ensure the best outcomes for kids. OCHA is partnering with 
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Groundwork Ohio on the Vote for Ohio’s Kids event 9/27/2018. The 
assessment will be released and discussed at this event. 
 
Rohling McGee said that a partnership with OCHA made sense for 
HPIO given that the 2017 Health Value Dashboard referenced 
starting early with children and families as a key strategy for 
improving Ohio’s health value rank. 
 
Jones discussed partnership with OCHA and others and shared 
Groundwork Ohio’s focus areas. They partnered with OCHA for the 
Vote for Ohio’s Kids event to unify behind the common purpose of 
elevating Ohio’s youngest learners as a priority.  
 
Jones mentioned 70-member organizations are a part of the Vote 
for Ohio’s Kids coalition. The intention of the Vote for Ohio’s Kid’s 
forum on 9/27 is to have a meaningful conversation with the 
gubernatorial candidates. She gave an overview of the event and 
keynote speakers. Registration opens in 2 weeks, and they are 
looking for table sponsors.  
 
Jones said that Groundwork Ohio and OCHA are working together 
to advocate for a cabinet level person responsible for Ohio’s 
youngest children to provide leadership that can provide 
consistent data and strategies. 
 
The board discussed the data and information presented. 
 

Lunch Lunch break from approximately 12:04 p.m. until 12:44 p.m.   

Presentation 
and dialogue: 
School-based 
prevention and 
health 
education 

Amy Bush Stevens provided an overview of the fourth education 
and health brief with a focus on school-based prevention and 
health education. Stevens discussed a comprehensive approach 
to prevention that addresses all types of substance use for children 
of all ages and prioritizing strategies that have outcomes for 
education and health. She noted that drug and alcohol use have 
gone down in Ohio and alcohol and tobacco are the most 
commonly used substances for youth ages 12-17 from 2011-2016. 
Major depressive episodes have increased for this age group 
during this time. She showed disparities in depression, ADD or 
ADHD, suspensions and bullying.  
 
Prevention and education programs are important but social 
emotional learning and positive behavior programs are needed as 
well as approaches to improve school climate.  
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Stevens discussed health education standards explaining that 
these are about building skills and capacity to avoid using 
substances vs. knowledge although that helps with health literacy.  
Stevens provided an overview of what’s happening in Ohio related 
to health education standards and requirements.  
  
Stevens ended with learning standards for social emotional 
development for grades K-3. She reviewed the Safe Act (SB246) 
which will greatly restrict suspension and expulsions for K-3.  
 
Becky Carroll discussed the Ohio Heath Education Model 
Curriculum project. The Ohio Association for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Dance (OAHPERD), funded by the Mt. 
Sinai Healthcare Foundation, is leading the project and 
subcontracting with HPIO. She stated that Ohio is the only state 
without health education standards. Only 57% of schools have a 
health education curriculum, and only 48% focused on skills. The 
goal of this project is to develop K-12 standards-based health 
education model curriculum to guide Ohio’s schools to adopt a 
skills-based approach to health education. HPIO’s role is to 
convene an advisory group to provide feedback. HPIO will also 
develop an executive summary that will include the process for 
creating the model curriculum, an overview of the elements and 
how the product can be used. The curriculum will be available in 
2019. 
 
Ward brought up the curriculum directors meeting in August for all 
school districts and asked if a draft will be ready by then. McGee 
said no and clarified that Kevin Lorsen at OAHPERD is developing 
the curriculum with writing teams. A goal for next year could be to 
present on this at the curriculum director’s meeting.  

Presentation 
and review: 
2017 audited 
financial 
statements and 
2017 IRS Form 
990  
 
Guest: Joel 
Vanhorn, HBK 

Rohling McGee introduced Joel Vanhorn with the accounting firm 
HBK, noting that Michelle Rosenberry, our primary contact, was 
unavailable. Vanhorn gave an overview of the audited financial 
statements for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2017 and the 
2017 IRS Form 990. 
 
He discussed the notes on page 7 listing all accounting policies and 
stated that there was nothing new to report in 2017. He pointed out 
a reclassification and noted that certain prior year amounts have 
been reclassified to conform to the current year presentation and 
that such reclassifications had no effect on the change in net 
assets. He reviewed accounting standards changes related to 
functional expense allocations and advised that nonprofits now 

Dan Cohn 
made a 
motion to 
accept the 
audited 
financial 
statements 
and IRS 
Form 990. 
Heather 
Torok 
seconded. 
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need to establish a methodology for allocating those expenses. He 
said that adjusted expenses related to capital assets will appear 
every year and long-term receivables are discounted to present 
value.  
 
All numbers reported in the IRS Form 990 tie to the audited 
statement and the previously mentioned adjustment on audited 
statements did not necessitate a change in the filed 2016 IRS 990. 
 
The management letter noted one deficiency, stating that HPIO 
“does not have an established method to allocate functional 
expenses, including indirect expenses, that are reported on the 
financial statements and 990 tax returns in the three categories of 
program services, management and general expenses, and 
fundraising expenses. Because of the issuance of FASB ASU 2016-14, 
which requires functional expense reporting for nonprofit 
organizations beginning with the December 31, 2018 financial 
statement, our recommendation is to establish and document a 
method for the functional allocation of expenses. The allocation 
could be based on time spent working in each area or some other 
method that can be supported with writing documentation.” 
 
McGee noted that upon learning of this change early in 2018, HPIO 
implemented a time tracking system to collect data on time spent 
in the functional expense categories, as well as for project specific 
work.  This will both enable HPIO to fulfill the IRS/accounting 
standard requirement and to monitor whether anticipated project 
expenses are in line with actual expenses. 
 
After Mr. Vanhorn left, McGee apprised the board of concerns 
related to the quality of service provided by HBK. She 
recommended severing our relationship with HBK prior to 
September 1, as permitted by contract. McGee stated her 
intention to seek a proposal from Clark Schaefer Hackett, an 
accounting firm recommended by a couple of other Columbus-
based small nonprofits. The appointment of the new audit firm 
would be approved by resolution at the October annual meeting 
of the board. The board agreed with McGee’s proposed actions. 

Motion 
approved. 
 

Adjourn to 
executive 
session 

Runyon called for a motion to adjourn to executive session at 1:55 
p.m. 
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Purpose The meeting was held via conference call at 3:15 pm to discuss the feasibility of 
an endowment fund for HPIO. 

 

Endowment 
discussion 

Amy reviewed the documents she sent earlier including 2 articles and a memo 
from our resource development contractor written in 2016. This is a summary of 
her review: 

• $375K currently in board designated reserves (prefer to let it set) 
o Current industry recommendation is to have 6 months in reserve, 

we have 4-5. Need to have $540K to meet 6 months 
• Budget is $1.3 million 

o $1 million is from foundations and United Ways, $12-13K from 
individual contributions (2018 board giving was $7K). 

§ Individual includes contributions given on behalf of certain 
people (Cardinal is an example). This inflates individual 
contributions. 

• Impact Report acknowledges 40 individuals, most are board directors, 
very few other contributors 

• 15 core funders in 2017-2018 
o 7 will not contribute to endowments. Most likely there are others. 

Most funders want to see their funds being used for programs. 
• Endowments are different than other funds. Operating income can 

come from endowment earnings. 
o Most endowments are built by planned gifts – wealthy donors 
o Do we have such a group? 

• Whatever we raise for an endowment fund needs to be I addition to 
what is currently given for programs. 

• A recommended endowment amount is twice the annual budget 
o $2.6 million would take 33 years to save at $25K/year earning 6%. 

This does not take into account inflation. 

Amy asked Brian if he 
would summarize the 
discussion at the 
October board 
meeting which he 
agreed to do. 

Present on the call:  Brian Pack (Chair), Heather Torok, Chris Whistler, Amy Rohling McGee (staff), Neva Hornbeck (staff) 
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o Each board member would need to raise an additional $1K/year 
• Another consideration is who will manage the endowment. 

 
Comments from committee members: 
 
Chris: Understands why it was back burnered in 2016; 33 year trajectory seems 
disjointed. 
 
Brian:  Agrees with Chris; board should not entertain until 6 months of reserves 
are saved. Money should be more liquid. All that energy should not go into a 
restricted asset. 
 
Heather:  Fund raising not a strength of our board. 
 
Other comments: 

• We’re not a legacy type charity that people would want to give to. 
• Our work should be influenced for today – not the future. 
• Endowments not a good fit for every non-profit – probably true of HPIO. 
• Community foundations have little interest in supporting the type of work 

we do. 
 

Adjournment The meeting was adjourned at 3:46 p.m.  
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to order The meeting was held via conference call and was called to order by Brian 
Pack at 8:31 a.m. 

 

Review 
projected 2018 
financial 
statements 
and budget 

Lynnette Zody reviewed the third quarter balance sheet. She noted that HPIO 
is in a strong financial position, with total assets at $911,697. 
 
Amy reviewed the projected sources and uses of cash. Revenue variances 
are explained in detail on the document titled “2018 Revenue by Month.” 
These are mainly timing related variances. Year-end expense projections are 
generally within the budget except for contractors on special projects. This 
line item is under budget because we have generally found that contractors 
have seldom been able to meet our expectations.  
 
Regarding the two versions of the budget: in creating a proposed budget for 
2019, Amy explained that we are waiting to hear if we were awarded several 
special projects, the most significant being a contract with the Ohio 
Department of Health for the state health assessment and state health 
improvement plan. We anticipate learning soon whether we are selected for 
this work. If so, we will need to negotiate terms. We also have a research 
project proposal pending with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and 
should know by mid-October whether the project will be funded. 
 
For discussion purposes, Amy proposed that we reference version 2 that 
includes increased special project revenue and an additional staff person. 
Except for the special projects line, the 2019 budget is similar to the 2018 
budget and the projected 2018 sources and uses of cash. Brian asked about 
the increase in the salary line beyond expenses for additional staff. Amy 

Brian asked for a 
motion to approve the 
Q3 balance sheet for 
board review at the 
October board 
meeting. 
 
Motion made by 
Heather and 
seconded by Chris. 
Unanimously 
approved. 
 
 
 
Brian asked for a 
motion to present 
version 2 of the 
budget to the full 
board with the caveat 
that we may end up 
working with the base 
budget instead 
 

Present on the call:  Brian Pack (Chair), Randy Runyon, Heather Torok, Brad Fischer, Chris Whistler, Amy Rohling McGee 
(staff), Neva Hornbeck (staff) & Lynnette Zody (contract CFO) 
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explained that we planned for overall potential 3% salary increases, a paid 
graduate assistant, increases to health insurance premiums and the fact the 
Amy will probably be using HPIO’s health insurance instead of her husband’s 
in 2019. Currently we have 8 full-time employees, one part-time and a paid 
graduate assistant. Brian asked if hiring another staff will be sustainable in the 
future. Amy said she’s had the same apprehensions, but it is a necessary risk 
given the need to have enough staffing to perform high quality work on 
behalf of both core funders and those who contract with us. The strong cash 
position of the organization and the potential for future contract work also 
alleviate concerns  

Motion made by Chris 
and seconded by 
Heather 

Adding funds 
to the reserve 
account 

Amy proposed that we transfer $25,000 from HPIO’s checking account to the 
board designated cash reserves. Brian asked if the committee is comfortable 
with this given that year end projections show a difference of -$90,145 
compare to the 2018 budget in the profit/loss line. Amy re-stated that this is 
due to timing variances, with some grants for 2018 received in 2017. The 
projected year end cash balance is $329,652 greater than anticipated in the 
2018 budget, even with $25,000 transferred to board designated cash 
reserves. 

Brian asked for a 
motion to recommend 
the board approve 
the transfer of $25k to 
the board-designated 
cash reserves. 
 
Motion made by 
Heather and 
seconded by Chris. 
Unanimously 
approved. 

Change in 
audit firm 

Amy mentioned the change in audit firm, per discussion at the committee’s 
previous meeting. HPIO received a proposal from Clark Schaeffer Hackett, 
the firm recommended by several other small nonprofits, for audited financial 
statements and 990 preparation in fiscal years 2018 through 2020. Amy will 
prepare a resolution for the board to approve at the annual meeting. There is 
an increase in this budget item, from $7,700 to $11,300 

Amy will prepare a 
resolution for the 
annual meeting. 
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Adjournment The meeting was adjourned by consensus at 9:03 a.m.  
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The meeting was convened via conference call and began at 10:02 a.m. Dr. Leonard “Randy” Randolph (Governance Committee 
Chair), Michael Stinziano, David Luby and Amy Rohling McGee participated in the call.  Quorum was met. 
 

TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

 
Review the current list 
of board directors, 
board terms and 
attendance log 

Amy reviewed the list of current board directors. David Ciccone, Brian Pack and Heather Torok 
are eligible for a second three-year term. All have strong attendance records and have been 
committed directors. David Luby, Randy Runyon and Teleange Thomas are completing their 
second three-year year. We have three slots to fill. Total board capacity is 24. Michael Stinziano 
stated that he is still committed to serving on the board, although Columbus City Council 
meetings are on Monday evenings, making his attendance challenging at times. 
 
Amy discussed that current board composition is 67% male and 33% female; 87% white and 
13% African American. We currently have no representation of southeastern Ohio and little rural 
representation. We also have no nurses, allied medical professions or accountants on the board. 
Amy reviewed this data at the board meeting earlier this week and she and Dr. Randolph asked 
directors to suggest potential candidates for consideration.  

 

Review list of 
potential candidates 
and brainstorm 
potential additional 
candidates 

Amy reviewed the biographies of three potential board directors: Molly Culbertson of Cardinal 
Health, Vicki Giambrone of CBD Advisors and Adrienne Mundorf from the Sisters of Charity 
Foundation of Canton. All are white women. Amy has had conversations with Molly and 
Adrienne, both of whom are enthusiastic about serving. If the committee is amenable, Amy will 
also reach out to Vicki Giambrone. The committee agreed that all sound like they would be 
wonderful additions to the board. Dr. Randolph asked all committee members to continue to 
look for future candidates who would bring more diversity to the board. David offered to make 
connections to the Ohio Diversity Council, of which United Healthcare is a member. 

Amy will reach out 
to Vicki to 
determine if she is 
interested in serving 
on the HPIO Board. 

Review board 
expectations and 
discuss adding more 
specificity  

The committee discussed whether the board expectations should be revised regarding in person 
vs. conference call attendance preference. A couple of committee members expressed that video 
conference technology has improved in recent years and can feel very similar to in person 
attendance. Amy said that it may make sense to make that available especially for January. 

Amy will explore 
options for video 
conferencing. 

Next steps Amy will send an email to schedule a meeting for September. The committee will approve the 
final slate of board candidates at that meeting. 

 

Adjournment The meeting adjourned slightly about 3:30 p.m.  
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The meeting was convened via conference call and began at 9:00 a.m. Dr. Leonard “Randy” Randolph (Governance Committee 
Chair), Michael Stinziano, Dr. Teresa Long and Amy Rohling McGee participated in the call.  Quorum was met. 
 

TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Review list of 
potential candidates  

Amy reviewed the list of potential new board candidates. She had a conversation with Vicki 
Giambrone who is eager to serve if elected. The committee again discussed the need for more 
racial/ethnic; geographic; professional diversity on the board. 

 

Next steps The slate will be presented to the full board at the annual meeting on October 22. Amy will confirm 
that board directors 
who are eligible for 
a 2nd 3-year term are 
interested in 
serving. 

Adjournment The meeting adjourned about 9:20 a.m.  
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Review of Q1 and Q2 
evaluation results  

Amy Bush Stevens walked the committee through the 
evaluation materials that the staff prepared for the first and 
second quarters of 2018. These documents include:  

- 2018 Q1-Q2 performance dashboard 
- HPIO publication views (Q2 2017 through Q2 2018) 
- 2018 Q1 and Q2 cumulative outputs by strategic goal 
- 2018 Q2 evaluation report 

 
2018 Q1-Q2 performance dashboard 
Stevens walked through the performance dashboard, 
highlighting the three short-range outcomes where some 
targets were not met and what HPIO staff have done to 
address those concerns for Q3.  
 
The first outcome that needs attention is consumption of 
written and online products. This year, HPIO divided its 
written and online products into two categories—broad 
reach and niche reach—with separate page-view targets. 
The niche reach products, especially online resource pages, 
have typically not met the target in the first half of 2018. Staff 
are doing more targeted dissemination of these products to 
increase page views, while also understanding that resource 
pages may have a smaller intended audience than other 
publications. Amy Rohling McGee mentioned that the 
target for niche reach products is new in 2018 and may 
need to be adjusted in the future.  
 
The second outcome that needs attention is stakeholder 
engagement with and meaningful use of social media. 
Starting in Q3, HPIO staff now follow all available legislators 
on Twitter and received a lot of follow-backs from that 
effort. Stevens is hopeful that this target can be reached by 
year end.  
 

None 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Health Policy Institute of Ohio 
 
The Board of Directors Evaluation Committee of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) met on Sept. 17, 2018 
via GoToMeeting. Teleange Thomas, Lesli Johnson, Kelley Adcock and Aly DeAngelo were in attendance.  
 
Committee members not present: Shiloh Turner, Lynnette Cook and Michelle Vander Stouw.  
 
Staff in attendance: Amy Rohling McGee, Amy Bush Stevens and Hailey Akah. 
 
Hailey Akah recorded the minutes and Amy Bush Stevens reviewed the minutes.  
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The last outcome that needs attention is requests for 
technical assistance. Requests have been lower this year, 
likely because the legislature is preoccupied with political 
issues (speaker race, campaigning, etc.) and the officials in 
the Kasich administration are beginning to leave 
government for other opportunities. Stevens noted that 
things are a little quiet on the policymaker front right now.  
 
The committee had no questions. Kelley Adcock mentioned 
that HPIO does a good job with data-driven decision 
making and responding to concerns regularly throughout 
the year.  
 
HPIO publication views (Q2 2017 through Q2 2018) 
Stevens then moved the group to the HPIO publication 
views document. She highlighted the Social determinants of 
infant mortality report, which gained a lot of page views in 
Q1 2018. (The report came out in Q4 2017.) HPIO hosted a 
webinar on the report in Q1, which likely contributed to this 
increase.  
 
Stevens then noted that the three products that have not 
met their page view targets in 2018 are all online resource 
pages. She reiterated that these products are more detailed 
and appeal to niche audiences. A notable exception is the 
Issue 2 Drug Price Standards ballot initiative resource page, 
which was released in Q4 2017. Ballot initiative pages often 
have higher page views because they appeal to a broad 
audience of voters. Stevens mentioned that HPIO has 
another ballot initiative resource page coming out this 
week, this time on Issue 1: The Ohio Neighborhood Safety, 
Drug Treatment and Rehabilitation Amendment.  
 
Teleange Thomas asked whether the dissemination strategy 
for resource pages is the same as dissemination of other 
HPIO products. Stevens said that yes, the processes are very 
similar. HPIO releases products through its Constant Contact 
mailing list, as well as through Health Value News and period 
“In Case You Missed It” round-up emails. HPIO also hosts 
webinars on broad reach products and encourages 
stakeholders to share products with their networks. Rohling 
McGee added that some dissemination is hard for HPIO to 
track. For instance, if stakeholders share the PDF or a hard 
copy of an HPIO product instead of the webpage link, we 
are not aware of those views. Those challenges are the 
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same across written and online publications. The numbers in 
this document give us a feel for how much HPIO 
publications are being used, but it is not the complete 
picture.  
 
Stevens mentioned web traffic on HPIO’s website. Traffic 
was highest in Q4 2017 when HPIO released a lot of 
products, including the Issue 2 ballot initiative resource 
page. In contrast, Q2 2018 has been low. HPIO staff are in 
the process of updating the website and a relaunch is 
coming soon. After the relaunch in Q3, staff will be 
disseminating more and driving people toward the website.  
 
Outputs by strategic goal  
Finally, Stevens turned to the outputs by strategic goal 
document, which matches all HPIO products from Q1 and 
Q2 with the strategic goals that are addressed by the 
product. Stevens noted that all strategic goals have been 
well covered so far in 2018.  
 
The next meeting of the evaluation committee will be in 
January 2019 before the January board meeting.  
 

 



Sep 30, 18

ASSETS
Current Assets

Checking/Savings
Operating

Chase checking 1,640.29
Huntingtion 534,646.49
101300 · Petty Cash 275.82

Total Operating 536,562.60

99999 · Cash - Board Reserve Accounts
Huntington MM 180,245.59
JPMorgan-Chase brokerage accoun

Cash & Sweep funds 2,889.32
CD#1 150,000.00
CD#2 42,000.00

Total JPMorgan-Chase brokerage accoun 194,889.32

Total 99999 · Cash - Board Reserve Accounts 375,134.91

Total Checking/Savings 911,697.51

Accounts Receivable
111000 · Accounts receivable 517,716.05

119999 · Grants and pledges receivable
124000 · Grants receivable -11,474.87

Total 119999 · Grants and pledges receivable -11,474.87

Total Accounts Receivable 506,241.18

Total Current Assets 1,417,938.69

Fixed Assets
149999 · Fixed assets

154000 · Furniture & fixtures 60,794.46
155000 · Software 19,833.23
156000 · Computer & office equipment

Xerox 570 23,157.23
156000 · Computer & office equipment - Other 89,951.78

Total 156000 · Computer & office equipment 113,109.01

Total 149999 · Fixed assets 193,736.70

159999 · Accumulated depreciation
164000 · Accum. depr. FF&E -164,061.97
159999 · Accumulated depreciation - Other -13,902.00

Total 159999 · Accumulated depreciation -177,963.97

Total Fixed Assets 15,772.73

Other Assets
Rent security deposit 10,200.00

Total Other Assets 10,200.00

TOTAL ASSETS 1,443,911.42
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Sep 30, 18

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Other Current Liabilities

Paycheck deductions -0.07
211000 · Payroll Liability Accrual 33,461.44

Total Other Current Liabilities 33,461.37

Total Current Liabilities 33,461.37

Total Liabilities 33,461.37

Equity
300000 · Opening Bal Equity -0.01
329999 · Temporarily restricted net asse

350000 · Restricted for time release 601,250.00

Total 329999 · Temporarily restricted net asse 601,250.00

390000 · Net Assets 1,167,248.51
Net Income -358,048.45

Total Equity 1,410,450.05

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 1,443,911.42
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